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Individuals differ widely in general intelligence: 
The cause—or consequence—of 

socioeconomic inequality? 

Relevance to human capital??
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• People in democratic societies are more concerned about social inequality than 
national productivity
• Policies for changing inequality can affect productivity—hurt or help
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Question 1

How much do people differ in general 
intelligence (g)? 
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“Intelligence”=cognitive variation

g

A fact about populations, not individuals

(Age-normed)

We are not talking here about common human themes—such as how children 
develop. Instead, we are looking at variations on the common theme—how we differ
in growth and competence.
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Cognitive variation = biological fact

• Wide spread (like height)
• Predictable form (bell curve)
• In all times
• In all places
• In all populations

Is constraint in nurturing & exploiting human capital 
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How does cognitive variation show 
in behavior?

General ability to:
• Learn
• Reason
• Think abstractly
• Spot & solve novel problems
• Accumulate & apply knowledge

Useful tool—very practical
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Sample IQ items (sample stimuli)
(individually administered)

Easy Moderate Hard
Fill in the 
next two 
numbers

3, 5, 7, 9,__, __ 3, 5, 6, 8, 9, __, __ 10, 9, 8, 9, 8, 7, __, __

Name one 
similarity

orange—banana
(93%)

table-chair
(55%)

Praise-punishment
(25%) 

Define the 
word

conceal
(87%)

reluctant
(50%)

ominous
(20%)

% = % of 16-65 year-olds getting at least partial credit for answer, WAIS, 1955

Infer the rule

More abstract 

Complexity is the active ingredient:
More complex tasks are more “g loaded”

Can see here why very different kinds of test items can measure the same thing –
something that highly general and not tied to any particular content.

This brings up a point that will become critical later. We can classify tasks, not just 
people, according to g. That’s not just an aid in creating tests (item response 
theory), but to understanding where g matters most in everyday life. How much g 
level matters in daily life depends on how much is required, where, and when.
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But how different are 
people, really?

?

IQ tests tell us only who is brighter than someone else. They only rank people. They 
do not tell us what they actually can or cannot do in school, work, or daily life. By 
themselves, they do not give us an intuitive sense of how big or small—how 
meaningful—our intelligence differences are. However, tests of functional literacy 
function like  an everyday “test of intelligence” and the picture they paint surprises 
many people.  
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Estimated levels of usual cognitive functioning 
U.S. Dept of Education 1993 National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS) 

(nationally representative sample, ages 16+, N=26,091)

NALS 
Level

% pop. Simulated Everyday Tasks

5 3% • Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room
• Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards

4 17% • Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits
• Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits

3 31% • Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart
• Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill

2 27% • Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets
• Locate intersection on street map

1 22% •Total bank deposit entry
• Locate expiration date on driver’s license

Routinely able to perform tasks only up to this level of difficulty

Could teach these individual 
items, but not all such tasks 

in daily life

This is a test given by the US Department of Education to a large sample of adults. 
It  asks them to do things that we are expected to do in everyday life. Its items 
simulate those tasks.

Items are ranked by difficulty level into 5 levels. NALS=national adult literacy survey

Samples items are listed. The percentages are for the number of adults who fall into 
those categories. It is difficulty level at which they function at 80% accuracy. So, it 
shows that 22% are routinely able to do things no more difficult than locate the 
expiration date on a driver’s licence. 

Only 3% are routinely able to carry out tasks as difficult as using a calculator to 
determine the cost of carpet for a room.
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NALS 
Level

% pop. Simulated Everyday Tasks

5 3% • Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room
• Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards

4 17% • Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits
• Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits

3 31% • Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart
• Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill

2 27% • Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets
• Locate intersection on street map

1 22% •Total bank deposit entry
• Locate expiration date on driver’s license

Estimated levels of usual cognitive functioning
U.S. Dept of Education 1993 National Adult Literacy Survey (NALS) 

(nationally representative sample, ages 16+, N=26,091)

Could teach these individual 
items, but not all such tasks 

in daily life

So, higher error rates at 
lower ability levels

Additional error to not
anticipate others’ errors!

Routinely able to perform tasks only up to this level of difficulty

We could probably teach most people to do most of these things, but there are 
many such tasks and they keep changing as society changes. People usually have 
to figure them out on their own.
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NALS 
Level

% pop. Simulated Everyday Tasks

5 3% • Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room
• Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards

4 17% • Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits
• Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits

3 31% • Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart
• Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill

2 27% • Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets
• Locate intersection on street map

1 22% •Total bank deposit entry
• Locate expiration date on driver’s license

Difficulty based on   Difficulty based on   
““process complexityprocess complexity””

level of inferencelevel of inference

abstractness of infoabstractness of info

distracting informationdistracting information

Not reading per se, but 
“reasoning & problem          
solving”

How do tasks generate errors?

A lot of work was done to figure out what made some items more difficult than 
others. It turned out to be the complexity of the mental processes required to 
perform the task successfully. I will show you examples of how these processes 
differ by NALS level. 
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NALS 
Level

% pop. Simulated Everyday Tasks

5 3% • Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room
• Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards

4 17% • Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits
• Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits

3 31% • Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart
• Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill

2 27% • Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets
• Locate intersection on street map

1 22% •Total bank deposit entry
• Locate expiration date on driver’s license

Difficulty based on   Difficulty based on   
““process complexityprocess complexity””

How do tasks generate errors?

g ≈
distracting informationdistracting information

level of inferencelevel of inference

abstractness of infoabstractness of info

Not reading per se, but 
“reasoning & problem          
solving”

Point of 
cognitive 
overload, 
breakdown 
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Item at NALS Level 1

• Literal match
• One item
• Little distracting 
info 

15%  
(25-39 year-olds)

85% do better

80% probability of correctly answering items of this difficulty level

*

*

13
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Item at NALS Level 2 

X

•• Simple inferenceSimple inference

•• Little distracting informationLittle distracting information

24% 
(25-39 year-olds)

61%15%
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Item at NALS Level 3
34%

(25-39 year-olds)

• Cycle through 
complex table
• Irrelevant info

27%39%

15
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Item at NALS Level 4 

•• More elements to matchMore elements to match

•• More inferences More inferences 

•• More distracting informationMore distracting information

5%73% 22%
(25-39 year-olds)

Solved
Or,

16
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Item at NALS Level 5
95%

• Search through complex 
displays
• Multiple distractors
• Make high-level text-based 
inferences
• Use specialized knowledge

5%
(25-39 year-olds)

17
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Smart people make life more complex for the rest of us
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Question 2

How tight is the link between cognitive
variation and social inequality?

• pervasive
• persisting
• worldwide

Our focus here will be on data from the US and Europe 
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Correlations differ systematically by outcome

• Standardized academic achievement .8
• Job performance—complex jobs*

• Years of education .6
• Occupational level

• Job performance—middle-level jobs* .4-.5

• Income .3-.4

• Delinquency -.25

• Job performance—simple jobs*   .2

g

correlation 
with IQ

* Correlations corrected for attenuation & restriction in range

IQ is correlated with just about every measure of socioeconomic success and 
failure. That is quite remarkable, but what is more interesting is that these relations 
differ a lot across different kinds of outcome. Higher g is a huge advantage in some 
life arenas but only a small one in others. 

We can learn a lot from trying to figure out why the links are tight for some, looser 
for others, and hardly there for others. 
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Life chances at different levels along the IQ continuum

Odds of socioeconomic success increase

X
Borderline ability to function 
as independent adult 

Notice the level of job training potential documented at different levels of the bell 
curve. It goes from people who need a lot of help and time to learn very simple 
things to people who can teach themselves what they need to know that no one 
else may know.  
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Life chances at different levels along the IQ continuum

X
3 4 521

NALS levels (25-39 year-olds)

Differences in NALS level along the bell curve parallel the differences in trainability.

22
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3 thresholds: “trainability” for military

Military enlistment thresholds
10th 15th 30th

Most military jobs require at least 30th percentile

Military policy forbids induction below 15th percentile

US law forbids induction below 10th percentile

X

NALS
1‐2

The US military tests all recruits for trainability; the test is really an intelligence test. 
The law forbids taking anyone in the bottom 10% , and they themselves have 
decided never to take anyone in the bottom 16% because they are not trainable 
enough. This corresponds to IQ 85. Right now, they do not take anyone below the 
31st percentile, which rules out almost a third of the population.  This has become 
more important as soldiering has become more complex.

23
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Life chances at different levels along the IQ continuum

X
Borderline ability to function 
as independent adult 

Training potential (and IQ level) affects the kind of job you are likely to get and 
keep.  

24
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Associated nexus of social problems

Odds of social problems increase

7x

8x

4x

70x

% of young white adults in 5 IQ ranges 
having this problem 

25
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Tail windHead wind

Large or small, effects are relentless
Compound & cumulate

26
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Mastery learning, hands‐on experience

Very explicit, hands‐on, no book 
learning

Slow, simple, constant supervision

Written materials plus job experience

College format, independent study

Gathers, infers own information

Trainability that jobs requireTypical IQ range of applicants

Occupational
prestige 
hierarchy

3 major findings here
Jobs are perceived as being on a status ladder or hierarchy. 
The middle part of the figure shows the typical IQs of people who apply for jobs at 
different levels of the occupational hierarchy. Higher level jobs employ higher IQ 
workers (though each job includes a wide range of IQs). As we saw earlier, IQ 
predicts job level. This figure just gives you a more concrete idea of what that 
means.
The right hand side of the figure shows that greater trainability is required up the 
occupational ladder. 
All this shows a strong link between IQ and job status, but not why it exists. For 
example, employers might have an irrational preference for people who are bright or 
from more advantaged social backgrounds.

27
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Question 3

How do different theories explain the link 
between cognitive & social inequality?

1. Social privilege theory 
2. Useful tool theory 
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Competing explanations for pervasive, persisting IQ-SES links

1. Social privilege theory
a. IQ differences result  mostly from differences in family privilege
b. Higher IQ and education does not reflect “merit,” but social class in 

disguise. 
c. Higher level jobs do not require more intelligence to perform well
d. If everyone had equal opportunities in life, all could perform well and 

social inequality would disappear. Unequal outcomes signals unequal 
opportunity to develop & use cognitive talent.

2. Functional tool theory
a. IQ differences result mostly from differences in genetic heritage.
b. Higher g level reflects stronger learning & reasoning ability.
c. Higher g enhances performance in all jobs, but especially more 

complex ones.
d. If everyone had equal opportunities in life, people would perform to       

very different levels and create social inequality. Equal outcomes 
would require unequal opportunity to develop & use cognitive talent.

Privilege perpetuates itself by pretending to be “merit”
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“Social privilege” theory
(Using sociologists’ life-cycle model)

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT &
ADVANTAGES

Observed r
Hypothesized r

This is the sort of conceptual scheme that sociologists use to statistically model 
“who gets ahead.” Everyone agrees that all these different forms of inequality 
correlate moderately to highly with each other and IQ (the dark arrows), but not why 
they do. Social privilege theory represents the sort of explanation that sociologists 
favor.
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“Social privilege” theory
(Using sociologists’ life-cycle model)

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT &
ADVANTAGES

Key sources of inequality

31
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“Social privilege” theory
(Using sociologists’ life-cycle model)

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

Key sources of inequality

FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT &
ADVANTAGES

32
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“Social privilege” theory
(Using sociologists’ life-cycle model)

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT &
ADVANTAGES

Social interventions

XX X

X

X X
X

X

X

Never prevent unequal success

X

X

Many social interventions try to make children’s families, opportunities, and 
intelligence more equal 
Others try to negate the value of these advantages. For example, to lower the 
correlation between IQ and years of education by changing college admission & 
graduation requirements. Or to lower correlation between parent and child 
outcomes by providing more educational resources to less privileged children. 

33
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“Social privilege” theory
(Using sociologists’ life-cycle model)

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

FAMILY
ENVIRONMENT &
ADVANTAGES

NCLB = No Child Left Behind Law

NCLB

Not closing achievement gaps

The US law provides a good example. It mandated that public schools would 
eliminate all achievement gaps within 14 years by bringing all children up to the 
same high level of proficiency. The gaps have hardly changed, despite schools 
being punished for that.

34
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Competing explanations for pervasive, persisting IQ-SES links

1. Social privilege theory
a. IQ differences result  mostly from differences in family privilege
b. Higher IQ and education does not reflect “merit,” but social class in 

disguise. 
c. Higher level jobs do not require more intelligence to perform well
d. If everyone had equal opportunities in life, all could perform well and 

social inequality would disappear. Unequal outcomes signals unequal 
opportunity to develop & use cognitive talent.

2. Useful tool theory
a. IQ differences result mostly from differences in genetic heritage.
b. Higher g level reflects stronger learning & reasoning ability.
c. Higher g enhances performance in all jobs, but especially more 

complex ones.
d. If everyone had equal opportunities in life, people would perform to       

very different levels and create social inequality. Equal outcomes 
would require unequal opportunity to develop & use cognitive talent.

Human cognitive variation guarantees moderate social inequality in any complex, free society
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“Useful tool” theory

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

Key sources of inequality

36
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Recall opposite emphasis of 
social privilege theory

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

37
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“Useful tool” theory: Where’s the practical 
advantage?

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-beingBigger edge in performance 

when tasks more complex 
(“g loaded”)

Recall that privilege theory ignores task performance and how IQ level affects it

38
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Question 4

Which explanation is most consistent with 
the full body of evidence—“social 
privilege” or “useful tool” theory?
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Cognitive variation is highly structured, but not 
socially constructed

g

VV QQ SS MM OthersOthers

Its phenotypic structure appears to be replicated at genetic level

More 
heritable

Privilege 0

Useful tool 1
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Fluid g rises, then falls with biological age
All fluid abilities move in tandem

IQ 100

Privilege 0 0

Useful tool 1 1

This is very consistent with a biological intelligence, but not one that is sensitive to 
social privilege.
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Genetic portion of IQ variation rises with age
Family SES contributions to IQ variation wash away

heritability

environmentality
(shared type)

CAUTION: Family background still 
matters for other outcomes, but not g

CAUTION: 100% heritable would 
guarantee both similarity and

dissimilarity of parents & offspring

Privilege 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1

This is opposite what social privilege theory would predict. It would predict that 
environments would have more and more influence as people age.
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(genetic)

g is genetically enmeshed in brain 
physiology

Privilege 0 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1 1

Shows that g not a psychometric artifact and restricted to test items and their 
content. Found in physical brain and in speed of performing tasks that no one gets 
wrong.
And the phenotypic links are mostly genetic. 
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Behavior genetic evidence on IQ-SES link

Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

% heritable:               60-70        50        40-50
% jointly with IQ:

Behavior genetic studies find that differences in education, occupation, and income 
can be traced in part to genetic differences among us. 
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Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

% heritable:               60-70        50        40-50
% jointly with IQ:           40          25           20

Caution: “Controlling” for education, occupation & income 
removes valid variance in g—much of it genetic

Behavior genetic evidence on IQ-SES link

Privilege 0 0 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1 1 1

What is more important is that this heritability is shared in large part with 
intelligence.  That means their correlation can be traced to having some genes in 
common. Social privilege theory would not predict this. 
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Duties that correlate with job complexity.8

.5

.2

A “g” hierarchy among jobspredictive
validity of g

Privilege 0 0 0 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1 1 1 1

Privilege 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1 1 1 1 1

But what makes a job more complex? This is what job analysts have found. These 
are mental tasks whose good performance is critical to the organization but which 
are performed without much supervision or guidance.
Also, as noted before, intelligence predicts job performance better in more complex 
jobs.  
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Duties that correlate with job complexity.8

.5

.2

Cannot flatten the 
occupational 

hierarchy

Cannot negate 
practical value of 

higher g

Therefore cannot equalize socioeconomic 
outcomes

47
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Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

Task performance evidence on the IQ-
SES link

• g predicts performance in all task domains
• Correlations higher when tasks more complex

AND

•There is no substitute for effective learning & reasoning

Privilege 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

Useful tool 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1
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Implications for human cognitive 
capital?

#1 
Work within the constraints 

imposed by human 
variation
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Cannot equalize intelligence

?

50
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Cannot raise it (much)

?

We have tried and failed—many interventions.
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Implications for cognitive capital?

#2 
Exploit opportunities
• Protect brain power
• Optimize its use at every ability level
• Control task complexity 
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IQ tests measure our maximum power
But we rarely work to our maximum or protect it!!

53
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Brain drains, full utilization, brain savers

Brain enhancers
(“smart drugs”)

Healthy diet
Exercise
Prevent/manage
chronic diseases

Prevent/manage 
injuries

Caffeine
Nicotine
Rest periods
Peak time
Pacing
Synergy

Brain protectorsCognitive 
drains

Alcohol
Drugs
Medication
Hunger
Fatigue
Pain
Anxiety
Distraction
Disinterest

Effort 
boosters

Big hope

PROTECT COGNITIVE CAPITAL!

54
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Smart people make life more complex for the rest of us

Recall:
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Overly complex tasks generate stupid people 
(raise error rates)

US income tax forms

AVOID WASTEFUL INVESTMENT OF CAPITAL

A lot of complexity is inherent. It cannot be eliminated without removing something 
essential to a job or task. But the modern world and big bureaucracies create a lot 
of needless complexity—confusing instructions, unnecessary steps, constantly 
changing technologies. This is not only wastes brain power, but leads to people 
making lots of mistakes—which only confuses things more.  
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Maintain InnovateImplement

Tail windHead wind

Current standard         Higher Higher & less equal
(Mean 100/SD 15) (Mean 105) (Mean 105, SD 17)

Innovators 5% 9.2% 11.5%                    
Dependents        5% 2.3% 3.9%

> IQ 100 50% 62.9% 61.6%
< IQ 100              50% 37.1% 38.4%

Division of labor by cognitive ability

= = 1.0

= = 1.0

= 4.0 = 2.9

= 1.6= 1.7

HUSBAND CAPITAL AT ALL LEVELS

Cultures and economies prosper only when they can implement their good ideas 
and maintain what they create.  Everyone contribute to innovation, OR 
implementation, OR maintenance. All are crucial. Good performance is required at 
all levels; all levels need to be nourished. None is expendable.
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Maintain InnovateImplement

Tail windHead wind

Current standard         Higher Higher & less equal
(Mean 100/SD 15) (Mean 105) (Mean 105, SD 17)

Innovators 5% 9.2% 11.5%                    
Dependents        5% 2.3% 3.9%

> IQ 100 50% 62.9% 61.6%
< IQ 100              50% 37.1% 38.4%

Division of labor by cognitive ability

= = 1.0

= = 1.0

= 4.0 = 2.9

= 1.6= 1.7

• With training, everyone can perform with 80% accuracy at something
• Find job level where individual can perform at 80% (as do computer adaptive tests)
• Good performance is valuable—and valued—at all levels of job complexity

Cognitive overload
High error rate 

Unused capacity
Promotable

INVEST FOR HIGHEST MARGINAL RETURNS

Also important is to help people find their 80% fit, or what American’s might dub the 
“sweet spot.” This is where all levels of cognitive capital optimize returns for their 
investing cognitive effort.  
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NALS 
Level

% pop. Simulated Everyday Tasks

5 3% • Use calculator to determine cost of carpet for a room
• Use table of information to compare 2 credit cards

4 17% • Use eligibility pamphlet to calculate SSI benefits
• Explain difference between 2 types of employee benefits

3 31% • Calculate miles per gallon from mileage record chart
• Write brief letter explaining error on credit card bill

2 27% • Determine difference in price between 2 show tickets
• Locate intersection on street map

1 22% •Total bank deposit entry
• Locate expiration date on driver’s license

Estimated levels of usual cognitive functioning
U.S. Dept of Education 1993 survey of adult functional literacy 

(nationally representative sample, ages 16+, N=26,091)

IDENTIFY LIKELY POINTS OF COGNITIVE OVERLOAD 

We all make mistakes; the challenge is to anticipate when and where, then prevent 
as many as possible.
We can prevent some errors if we better anticipate who will make them, when, and 
why. Understanding how task complexity is distributed across different life arenas 
will help us do that. This especially important in health care and helping people 
manage their own health. Self-management of chronic diseases such as diabetes is 
a very, very complex job. We have to learn which tasks are most complex, and why. 
We will sometimes have to triage the sets of tasks we expect patients and workers 
to perform if many are too difficult for them to perform without high rates of error. 
We might assign them only the most critical tasks (e.g., in health self-care), only 
assign them ones within their range of 80% competence, or, if possible, provide 
them special cognitive assistance or supervision. Our job is to help people perform 
to their personal maximum. 
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Acad Yrs          Occ
achiev educ level       

Health

Subjective 
well-being

Performing well while 
performing one’s best

Productivity

Yields? Higher productivity plus health & happiness

People who perform to their personal maximum are respected for that and are 
proud of their contribution. Helping people perform to their best in health self-care 
will also protect the cognitive capital they can invest for our collective benefit. 
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Thank you.

Linda S. Gottfredson
gottfred@udel.edu
www.udel.edu/educ/gottfredson
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